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It’s that time of year!

Top All-Time Favorite
Christmas Movies

BY MARIKA BALL-DAMBERG

“Come on, dad! We have to, it’s our tradition!” This
conversation happens between my father and me every Christmas season. My family was never very big on
Christmas spirit, except for me. The second Thanksgiving is over, I have set up my mini- Christmas tree
and adorned my room with Christmas lights.

PHOTO BY MARIKA BALL-DAMBERG
The Ball-Damberg family show off their holiday pajamas on
Christmas Eve, 2011.

A few years ago, I decided that my family needed a tradition. While in Target a few weeks before Christmas, I
gazed at all the wonderful holiday pajamas. Right then
and there, I knew that this had to be my family’s new
tradition: holiday pajamas! After a great deal of time, I
finally convinced everyone in my family to participate.
For over five years now, each person in my family
chooses a new holiday themed pair of pajamas and we
open them the night before to wear on Christmas day.
Holiday
traditions
come
in
all
shapes
and
sizes,
and
families
everywhere
have
unique
ways
of
celebrating
each
year.
Some traditions can be as simple as setting out
milk and cookies for Santa, and some can be as intricate as opening presents in a certain order at a certain
time. Whatever the reason, I have always been fascinated at the idea of people finding an activity that they
willingly repeat in the same fashion year after year.
During the holidays, many people consider it a
time to reflect on what they are thankful for, and
give back to the community in some way. “Every
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The Gallery is an open forum for the free expression
of student thought that fairly represents the voice of
the students.
Our mission is to inform the student body by exposing issues to the majority, allowing the minority a voice
to be heard, and helping to connect to DSA’s community through the paper. The Gallery staff will determine
the stories and material to be covered in an issue and
reserve the right to accept or decline material for each
issue. The decision for advertising relies on the discretion of the editorial staff of The Gallery.
The Gallery staff will hold itself to the highest pro-

year on Thanksgiving, my family and I walk around
Durham feeding the homeless on the streets,”
Khyla Rashada, senior at DSA, said. “We like to feel
like we are making a difference in people’s lives.”
Beginning right around Thanksgiving, going to
a mall will most likely mean encountering a long
line of young children waiting their turn on Santa’s lap. My parents would have never dreamed
of attending one of these sessions, so I had to
manifest my thriving holiday spirit in other ways.
To this day, I will always set out a plate of carrots and cookies for Santa and the reindeer.
In addition, many holiday traditions take shape
in the form of food! “My family goes to Neo China
every Christmas and we eat chinese food together,
and then we all go see a movie,” Joya Mandel-Assael, senior, said. “It is an old tradition, and it began
because nowhere else is open on Christmas day.”
No matter what the tradition, the idea behind every
one seems to be the same: togetherness. The holidays
are a time to spend with loved ones, and having traditions seem to make people feel a sense of community.
Whether
you
are
feeding
the
homeless, buying pajamas, or eating Chinese food,
holiday traditions stick around because spending time with loved ones is invaluable, and who
wouldn’t want to continue that year after year?

BY SOPHIA ELKIN
When you watch those “classic” Christmas movies,
the scenes are all the same; the children are outside riding their sleighs, the adults are putting on the Christmas lights and baking cookies. Instead, why don’t
you watch the all-time favorite Christmas movies?

1. “Elf” (2003): A man grew up believing he was an

elf and finds out he’s not. He goes on an adventure to
find his real family in NYC.

PHOTO COURTESY OF GOOGLE
Will Ferrell portrays Buddy the Elf, in the major motion picture
Elf.

2. “The Nightmare before Christmas” (1993): Jack
Skellington, the king of Halloweentown, finds out
about the other holidays, including Christmas. He
tries to understand the true meaning of Christmas.

3. “Home Alone” (1990): A little kid gets left home

when his family goes on vacation. He has to avoid two
crooks that want to break into his house.

4. “How the Grinch Stole Christmas” (2000): The

human version of the Dr. Seuss story, with Jim Carrey
bringing a new twist on the classic.

5. “A Charlie Brown Christmas” (1965): Charlie
PHOTO BY KHYLA RASHADA
Khyla Rashada spends quality time with her brother and cousin
on Thanksgiving, 2012.

fessional journalistic standard of honesty and integrity
as guided by the Student Press Law Center. It is not the
policy of this newsmagazine to downgrade or tarnish
the reputation of an individual or group.
The Gallery is a student edited and managed publication. The school assumes no responsibility for the
content of The Gallery. The news magazine editorial
staff urges all journalists to recognize that with student
editorial control comes responsibility, including the responsibility to follow journalism standards and ethics
each school year.
As a forum of free expression, The Gallery will welcome all letters submitted to the editor, provided they
contain the writer’s name and grade. The Gallery does
not accept anonymous letters, but will print letters using “name withheld,” providing the editor knows the
author’s identity. The Gallery reserves the right to
withhold a letter or guest column and return it for more
information if it is determined that it contains items of
unprotected speech as defined by this policy. Letters
will be checked for verification. If a letter is found in error, it will be returned for resubmission. You may also
send letters via e-mail to dsagallery@gmail.com..

Brown and his friends try to put on a Christmas play.
Charlie is the director.
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Why didn’t you take the test?
The myth behind the ASVAB.
BY BRYONA BORDEN
The three-hour test, similar to an End-of-Grade
(EOG) test, was only taken by 61 students in the high
school classes, because most had the misconception
that it was just as military test. With most people having this mind set, they opted not to take it. However; it
is a test to help you find the right career choice for you
Ms.
Surbrook,
the
Career
Development
and Technical teacher, tested students on
October
18
in
the
media
center.
“[This test is an] interest/ability assessment so they
can see where their interest line up with the different
possibilities listed for them on the test,” Surbrook said.

PHOTO BY BRYONA BORDEN
Jayson Jackson and Kasey Hope- Fletcher focus on their
ASVAB career section of their test booklet. Hope Fletcher is
interested in the military.

The
Armed
Services
Vocational
Aptitude
Battery [ASVAB] test consists of verbal, math, science
and technical, general science, arithmetic reasoning,
world knowledge, paragraph comprehension, mathematics knowledge, electronics information, auto
and shop information and mechanical comprehension. There is a military entrance score, because taking the test is an entrance requirement for the military and a career advising tool for those that don’t.
Ms. Surbrook goes on to say that most kids that
don’t often do well on a state required test, such
as the EOG’s, do well on ASVAB because it tests a
broader range of skills and interests for students.
The ASVAB is an aptitude test. It is neither an absolute
measure of your skills and abilities, nor a perfect predictor of your success or failure. A high score does not
guarantee success and a low score does not guarantee
failure, in a future educational program or occupation.
Kasey Hope-Fletcher, a sophomore, took the test
for the military. “It helped me with military careers,” he said after thinking for a few seconds.
However he added, “I wouldn’t encourage people
to take it that are not interested in the military.”
A fellow sophomore, Dominique Wilkins, took
it to find out more about her career choices, although she already knows what she wants to do.
“It gave me more options to look at,” she said.
Sophomore Jayson Jackson also agreed with Dominique on the benefits of ASVAB. “It gives me
information about life.” He then explained that
the skills he was tested on give him more insight
on what the real world may be like, as far as ca-

reers. Most students take the test for this reason.
The career section of the test can be found in the
ASVAB booklet and is as simple as circling your
likes, dislikes and no opinions, then calculating your
scores at the end; almost like a quiz in a magazine.
After calculating your score, you follow the instructions to get your specific code and that leads
you to a list of careers that are right for you.
Ms. Surbrook will be providing the test next fall; unless you cannot wait and want to get started now! You
can contact Ms. Surbrook by email at debora.surbrook@
dpsnc.net, so that she can get in touch with a recruiter.
“I would tell any senior that hasn’t taken the test
to consider taking it because it can introduce career
choices that may be good match for them that they
may not have previously considered,” Surbrook stated.

While the signatures keep piling up, that
doesn’t mean these states are any closer to
secession. US history teacher Kenneth Jones stated
that this is a “media show” and that “we better
be paying more attention to the deficit and
income
distribution
than
to
a
comparative
handful
of
loonies.”
When
it
all
boils
down,
Scott
said she blames impatience. “We tend to
be a short sided, impatient people, and we
like things done yesterday,” she said. She
referred to Franklin Roosevelt’s term in office where
he took from 1932 to 1941 to get out of the Great
Depression, thanks to the Second World War.
“We need this spelled out a little more
clearly that this is a long haul. People expected it too quickly and I think that’s something
that Obama needed to be more clear on,” Scott said.
She discussed how the bad economy isn’t
an “easy fix.” People still hurt today and are

“looking for somebody to blame;” they want a
miracle, “but economics don’t work that way.”
Jones agreed that the country is looking for
someone to blame. With the changes in demographics, fewer are getting more of the country’s wealth.
“They are looking for a scapegoat.” Jones said. “For
some, Obama represents everything they are afraid
of. For others it is simply disaffection and fear.”
In response to the secession petitions, Californian Douglas H created a petition asking for
Obama to sign off on “stripping citizenship of
and exiling all who sign a secession petition.”
“I hope the government is not that insecure as
to take the crazies seriously,” Jones said. Talking about seceding doesn’t cross into treason.
Both history teachers agreed that the response petition is asking to violate the First Amendment.
What do you think? Come to our Facebook page
at DSA Gallery and tell us your stance on the issue.

PHOTO BY BRYONA BORDEN
Dominique Wilkins tallies up her scores for her career section of
the test. She found more options that interested her.

States secede
BY TABITHA GADDY
Not more than three weeks after President Obama’s
reelection, US citizens voiced their opinion; they filed
petitions in all 50 states to secede from the country.
As of Nov. 26, nearly one million people have
signed secession petitions. Texas was the
first represented. It was also the first to satisfy
the
25,000-signature
threshold.
Filed through the White House’s “We The People”
website, petitions have 30 days to reach
25,000 signatures for the Obama administration
to
review
them
and
respond.
Texas’ petition had 18,000 signatures on
Nov. 12 and needed 7,000 more by Dec. 9. Four days
later, it had more than 112,000. Georgia, South Carolina, Louisiana, Missouri, Florida, Tennessee, North
Carolina, Alabama, Oklahoma, and Ohio also qualify.
Micah H, Texan and creator of Texas’ secession
petition, argued that given the Lone Star state ranks as
the 15th largest economy in the world and maintains
a balanced budget, it’s “practically feasible” for Texas
to withdraw. Doing so would “protect its citizens’ standard of living and re-secure their rights and liberties.”
Because the southern states have created secession petitions, some have said a second civil war is brewing. US History teacher Esme Scott
said the country is too tied together to split.
“I don’t think there’s going to be a war,” Scott said.
“People are angry and this is one way to show it: to sign
a petition.” Ultimately she blames the politicians for
the reaction. She believes the country is “very divided”
and the politicians haven’t attempted to unify citizens.
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GUESS WHO’S BACK WITH A BRAND NEW RAP
Old DSA Students come
back to teach.
BY JUSTIN CHING
The squeak of sneakers on cold linoleum
tiles, the scratching of pencils on paper, and
wildly dressed kids parading the halls. Victor Cadilla has been through this before.
Mr. Cadilla graduated from DSA in 2006 as
prom king and captain of the Varsity Soccer team. He
has come back to teach Civics and Minority Studies.
“I had a lot of good memories and good teachers here, so when the opportunity to come back [to
DSA] was presented, I jumped on it,” Mr. Cadilla said.
Another
one
of
these
students
is
Mark
Warden,
8th
grade
math
teacher.
“When I was a student here, I was in the
math and chess club. I definitely was a little odd. Absolutely,” Mr. Warden chuckled.
Mr. Warden studied at UNC Chapel Hill and
Duke, and attended DSA from 6th to 12th grade.
“They used to put the 6th graders in the basement of the main building, and what was interesting was that there was this really scary room
that there used to be a pool there, and all the 6th
graders said it was haunted,” Mr. Warden laughed.
Even though time has passed since he attended DSA, he remarked that many of the
good aspects of DSA have remained unchanged.
“I feel like when I was a student [here],
DSA was very accepting of different kinds of people. You know the people who come in with pink
hair and at other schools they might be picked
on, but at DSA they wouldn’t,” Warden said.
“I think all the nice qualities of DSA have
stayed and now there’s a bunch of nice
new buildings, so I think that it’s gotten
better since I left,” Mr. Warden said, referring to
the Carr building where he had most of his classes.
Mr.
Cadilla
wholeheartedly
agreed
with
Mr. Warden. “It’s still an open place for students
to be, as opposed to other schools with smaller
groups of people that are kind of limiting with
who they allow in or out. It seems that
here people are able to get along with people who aren’t their friends,” Mr. Cadilla said.

PHOTO BY JUSTIN CHING

2006
2005
Ms. Breeze is a 2005 graduate and currently teaches Biology
and Earth Science. She was active in the sports program when
a student.

“I really liked being at DSA when I was a
student, it was a good school, and it really shaped
me and my personality,” Mr. Cadilla reminisced.
Joanna John, an English teacher here at DSA
also was shaped by DSA’s unique social life.
“This [attending school at DSA] helped to make
me a well-rounded person and become accepting
of many different social groups,” Mrs. John said.
If there is one thing that these three
teachers can agree upon, it is that DSA is accepting.
“I’d like to help create the same [experience] for the next generation,” Mrs. John said.
When asked about his favorite PG moment
of high school, Mr. Cadilla paused for a bit.
“Prom. Prom is always fun,” Mr. Cadilla laughed.

Mr. Cadilla graduated in
2006 and played a number
of sports at DSA. He currently is the assistant coach for
the Men’s Tennis team.

2006

2006

Mrs. John teaches English I, II
and II classes and is a 2006
graduate. She was the Prom
Queen with Mr. Cadilla.

2005
PHOTO BY JUSTIN CHING
PHOTO BY JUSTIN CHING
Mr. Warden graduated in 2008 and started teaching math here
this year. He won the NC Teaching Fellows scholarship.

Ms. Carrol is currently an art teacher at DSA who graduated in
2005. “Teacher dedication to students and the desire to succeed have definitely not changed,” she said.
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Moving a classroom

Seventh graders
experience “enlightment”

and a baby

BY DAHJALÉ WILLIAMS
As the new school year begins many students find their
classrooms empty, as teachers pack up their personal
items and leave for maternity leave. “I’m going to miss
so many things, I’m definitely going to miss students
coming by my room just to say hi, them being their sweet
selves,” Mrs. Mottershead commented. 		
Many teachers find it difficult to step into a classroom
they have been absent from for months. “I expected
my students to be curious about me,” Mrs. Joyce
commented on what she was expecting from the students
whenever she returned from her maternity leave.
“Its real hard to maintain your grades without a real
teacher in the classroom,” Angie Radadules commented.
The Sophomore class has the most teachers out
on maternity leave. One in Geometry and one in
English II, “It’s tough ‘cause their both core classes,
gladly
they
were
not
gone
during
the
same time period,” Sara Adams remarked
Mrs. Mottershead will not be returning until next
school year. “I going to miss her truly, but I’m sure
she’s happy with motherhood at home,” Adams added.
“I was worried about the transition from Mr. Van
Skike’s hands to mine. He is a awesome teacher with
a very different style of teaching,” Mrs. Joyce said.
As teachers leave, students often forget teachers
have other priorities to handle, outside of school.

BY ERIN GLOSSER
Things got frilly in Mr. Ervin’s 7th grade social studies
classes this quarter. The students were asked to dress
up in period pieces of the “Enlightenment” age of wellknown philosophers like Voltaire, Locke and Hobbes
for extra credit. Ervin dressed up along with them,
which was a big hit with the students. The group was
treated to French-styled pastries and tea.
The goal of the “enlightened tea party” was
to have a fun, alternative way for the students to
learn more about the period. In character, they
walked around the room and spoke with each other,
matching quotes to the philosophers and then
explained why that quote matched the philosopher
and their beliefs. And, they ate free pastries.

Lucas Mock
enjoys a cup of
tea as an
enlightened
philosopher. Mr.
Ervin’s 7th grade
social stuies
classes enjoyed
the day in
character as the
great thinkers of
the Englightenment Age.

PHOTO BY DAHJALÉ WILLIAMS
Mrs. Mottershead and her 2nd semester replacement, Mr.
Bailey. Mrs. Mottershead is one of two teachers taking
pregnancy leave this year.

“It’s important to keep a level head about it,
definitely not something to get mad about, if
anything be happy for them,” Radadules said.
Mr. Bailey the new student teacher is taking over Mrs.
Motterhead’s classroom, she had no concerns about
leaving her students behind for the rest of the school
year. “I’m leaving them in great hands and I know he
will be a great teacher, they will be fine without me ”

PHOTO BY CHAD ERVIN

A queen rules at DSA
BY RACHEL HUANG
She may seem like an ordinary student at
DSA, passionate about art like many other
students.
But she stands out to her teachers,
and leaves an impression on everyone she meets.
Boonsita
Vatcharakomonphan,
or
simply
known as Queenie, seems to be the “star student”
this year at DSA. She is a tenth grade exchange
student from Thailand. All three of her art class
teachers (Scientific Visualization, Visual Arts, and
Piano) recognize her as an exceptional student.
Some students take privileges at DSA for granted
but for Queenie these privileges are much appreciated.
“My school is pretty much the most intense

PHOTO BY RACHEL HUANG
Queenie Vatcha (left) and Bridget Killian (left) are working
together in English II with the help of Mr. Ritchie (center).

school in Thailand,” Queenie said.
“I never
thought that I would be in a school where
science, math, and art can go together so well.”
Sometimes it seems like Queenie enjoys DSA
more than students returning from previous
years. “DSA is much livelier, and I think I love
it more than home,” Queenie said. “I love how
artsy the school looks because of decorations.”
Teachers also enjoy Queenie at DSA. “She works
with concepts and techniques that are advanced for
her age,” Ms. Stesch said. “And she is self taught.”
Some teachers like Queenie so much; they don’t
want to let her go. “She is very helpful in class,” Mr.

Bourgeois said. “I wish she wasn’t going home.”
Queenie impresses teachers, but also students.
“Students want to start a fan club for her,” Ms. Stesch
said. “Sometimes they will come around and watch her
draw and paint because they like to watch her work.”
Queenie is a great example of what new students bring
to DSA. She appreciates the courses offered and the
freedom given to her. Queenie thinks this is the perfect
school for her; there is nothing that she would want to
change. Well… “The only things that could have been
done differently,” Queenie said. “Were the bathrooms.”
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out of control

“We’ve just put testing on steroids,” Mr. Hawks,
DSA’s principal, said. Every year, the state sends
out a list of required exams or EOCs. Last year, it
was Algebra I, English I and Biology. This year,
instead of English I, it changed to English II.
In addition, students across North Carolina are
required to take state mandatory exams, called common
exams. The common exams were created by Race
to the Top. Race to the Top is the Education Department
initiative that provides grants for reforms. Compared
to teacher written exams, the common exams should be
objective, since all the students are taking the same tests.
Some students see the new exams as a negative,
money-wasting project. “These tests are a waste of
money that could have been spent on materials for
those classes,” freshman Amara Moore explained.
The new exams will be given in all classes that do
not already have a state-mandated test. This year, PE,
foreign languages and art classes will not be taking
the common exams; but there will be one next year.
“To try to grade people in the arts with a pencil
and paper test is a stupid idea. For example: music,
visual arts and dance are all nonverbal means of
expression. You can’t judge how well a dancer dances, a
musician plays, or how good of a painter a
person is by a pencil and paper test,” Mr.
Hawks stated. Students in the arts agree.
As Brooke Newhart, a sophomore, mentioned,
“It’s going to take away from our normal
curriculum or just art-ing, if teachers have to
teach more theory to prepare for the tests.”
Not only will these exams affect students,
comprising 25% of their final yearlong grades, no
one knows what to expect on them. Both students
and teachers will be graded on student performance,
putting stress on the students. “Last year, I didn’t

have to worry about exam
stress because I received good
grades and the exam could
only help me, not hurt me,”
sophomore Nikki Valente said.
Freshman Ellie Danford
added, “it’s not fair to
make it count for a grade
when it’s still in trial.”
Since the common exams
are
state-mandated
tests,
students cannot be exempt
from them. The new nonexemptable exams contradict
the whole purpose of the tardy
policy and exam exemptions.
Originally,
the
policy
specified that three tardies in
PHOTO BY ANNA LIN
a class would be equivalent Kelsey Morgan is one of the many students who will be taking the common exams at
to one absence and an in- the end of the year. The common exams counteract exam exemptions, negating the
school
suspension.
Some new tardy policy.
students believe that the policy has no significance these exams will affect their college plans.
However, to a small portion of the seniors, the
anymore and a portion of the them will ignore it.
exams
are of little impact. Senior Grace Sandick
“The new non-exemptable exams will make students
questioned,
“What’s the point?” explaining that
see no point in this policy, so there will be a lot more
most
of
the
seniors will be in college next year.
people being absent,” freshman Max Trotter said.
“There’s
not
much we can do about the exams,”
Cameron Graper, junior, showed her mindset
Newhart
observed.
Although it seems unlikely to
with the belief that students are more likely to
stop
the
common
exams,
Newhart thinks that an
ignore the tardy policy, saying, “this year
open
discussion
about
the
tests
might lead to secondstudents won’t have the incentive/motivation
thoughts
about
the
extra
dozen
of exams. “Where
to come to school as much as they did
anyone
can
discuss
the
matter,
like they did last
when
they
had
the
exemption
policy.”
year
with
the
new
magnet
school,”
she concluded.
Seniors will also be impacted by the common
exams. This is the first year that they are required
to take these tests. Some of them are afraid;
they don’t know what to expect or how

Visit
The Gallery
web site at

dsagallery.com
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Athletes of
BY JACK LEINBACH

the season

Whether they were on the field, court, or trail, a select group of this fall’s athletes stand out from the rest.
Although there are many talented athletes, only a
few have the passion and experience to take a leadership role. These students not only excel in athletics; they are also some of the best in the classroom.
The Bulldogs’ cross-country team ended with a very
successful season. Senior cross-country rookie, Isaac
Little, was among the best. Little set a personal record at
18:01, which is a great 5k time for an experienced runner.
“This was Isaac’s first season and he was
a huge help to our team, ranked 4th on varsity,”
coach
Christopher
Huggins
said.
Little is also one of the top students in his class,
ranking in the top ten of all seniors. Little has made
all A’s and B’s throughout his high school career.
The boy’s soccer season ended abruptly with a disappointing overtime loss in the state playoffs. The team
was lead by senior co-captain Owen Ryan, who scored
a goal in the final minutes of regulation to tie the game.

is always composed and relaxed, yet he plays with intelligence, passion, and intensity. A rare combination.”
Ryan was nominated for the East-West game
that will be played this summer, as well as earning
the Senior Excellence Award from the North Carolina High School Athletic Association. He made
the varsity team as a freshman and was recognized
all-conference and all-region each year. Ryan led
the team in assists this season, tallying a total of 15.
“Owen really helped us out in the midfield this
season by hustling to get 50-50 balls. He is also a
really good passer and is highly recruited by the
girls team,” senior teammate Sam Bordley said.
Junior
Megan
Williams
receives
the

PHOTO COURTESY OF OWEN RYAN
Owen Ryan dribbles the ball during a soccer game. Ryan was
recognized as all-state and all-conference this season.

PHOTO COURTESY OF XC SENIOR NIGHT
Isaac Little runs in the cross country meet on senior night.
Little was one of the top runners this year, which is also his first
season running.

“Owen is a workhorse on the field, and very technically and tactically gifted,” coach Amy Green said. “He

Q&A

with the

BY NATALIE DOAN-DUNNUM

Ms. Martin, the new World History
teacher, smiles at the camera.

honor for the volleyball team this fall. Williams
plays the key position of libero, which specializes in defense and leadership on the court. The
team was not as successful as they might have
hoped, ending the season with a record of 5-15.
“We
can
definitely
improve
next
season by having a stronger foundation and communicating more effectively,” Williams said.
Williams has been on varsity since her freshman year
and her favorite subjects include Spanish and science.
On the girls’ tennis team, senior Kellie Levine

PHOTO BY JACK LEINBACK
Megan Wiliiams is the outstanding student athlete for the
volleyball team. Williams, a junior, has been playing varsity
volleyball since she was a freshman.

stepped up this year. Levine ranked number one on
the team, which meant she had to play the toughest opponents.
Levine has been playing high
school
tennis
since
7th
grade.
“She organizes everything, she is also
a great leader and
has an excellent attitude towards the
sport,”
teammate
Melissa Carrico said.
Levine is ranked
academically in the
top five of the
senior
class.
YEARBOOK PICTURE
Kelly
Levine
played
tough matches this year.
She is also ranked at the
top of her class academically. She plans to
attend Duke University.

new teacher

After Ms. Corey left
to become the senior
counselor, Ms. Martin
was hired to take over
her position. Meet Ms.
Martin – zombie movie
fanatic, sci-fi/fantasy
geek, and the new
World History teacher.

PHOTO BY NATALIE DOANDUNNUM
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1. Is this your first
school? Why did
you
pick
DSA?
This is my first school
as a full-time teacher. I
met the social studies
department and I really
liked them. I think
they’re great teachers.

2. Have you originally always wanted to teach
World History?
Not necessarily. I studied US and World
undergrad and I really liked that. And art history.

3.

How do you like DSA so far?
It’s great. I’ve been happy meeting all
my students. People know they have to
work and they have a lot of personality.
4. What other things are you interested in?
I like zombie movies and fantasy like
Game of Thrones, and Harry Potter. I also like
Battlestar Galactica. My favorite team is the
Green Bay Packers. I’m a super big fan of fantasy
football and I’m number two in my league!
5. If you weren’t teaching, what would you be
doing?
I think advertising is exciting, something
creative…
like
journalism,
advertising,
marketing.
Selling
stuff
in
general.
6. What house would you be in at Hogwarts?
It’s definitely either Ravenclaw or Gryffindor.
Probably Ravenclaw. I’m kinda nerdy like that.
7. If you could have dinner and conversation
with any living or dead person, who would you
choose?
Aw man, that’s hard. To ask a history teacher that! Um.
I think I would like to talk to Andrew Jackson, mostly

because I hate him.
And I want to have a
serious conversation
about why he did
some of the things
he did. I would
choose someone I
didn’t like. I’d rather
yell
at
someone
than tell them how
much I like them.
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Countdown to
BY KAILEY MORGAN
In the face of impending doom, I leave behind “my hair so they can clone me and I could
come back to life,” sophomore Luke Beyer laughed.
He addresses the nearing ‘doomsday’ that has resulted in debates, TV shows, and movies. Believers say that the Mayan calendar predicts the end of
the world on December 21, 2012. Others disagree.
Throughout generations, people have believed
that the world will end in their lifetime. It has been
predicted numerous times including the Y2K scare,
Haley’s Comet ‘poisonous gas tail’ supposedly deadly to humans in 1910, and even last May,
when the ‘Rapture,’ judgment day, was predicted
to occur. It has become an endless countdown to
Armageddon and the fascination continues as
groups form to speak about their belief in doomsday.
Despite the previous failed predictions, there are
those who believe that the Mayan’s prediction is true.
Senior Davia Young believes the world could end on
December 21, saying, “we never know what’s going to
happen in the future, but we’ll find out soon enough.”
Others reject the idea completely. “There is no
scientific evidence and the Mayan calendar interpretation is sketchy,” sophomore Kaitlyn West said.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) rejected the idea of the Mayan calendar
as well, saying, “Our planet has been getting along just
fine for more than 4 billion years, and credible scientists
worldwide know of no threat associated with 2012.”
According to a Reuters Survey, even with no scientific data, one in ten people believe the Mayan
calendar
could
be
evidence
that
the
world
will
end
in
2012.
Some students believe the growing percentage
of people who believe in 2012 is because “one in ten
people believe every movie they see is based on a
true story,” sophomore Alexis McClernon laughed.

doomsday

Growing
cults
and
groups
who
believe in doomsday create new websites,
t-shirts, and videos to gain more believers.
“I think people are always trying to be ahead and
want to know what’s coming, which is beyond our human capabilities. The idea of death in general fascinates people,” junior Toritseju (Tori) Kpenosen said.
“People
just
want
something
outrageous to believe in,” Dahlia Bullock agreed.
People aren’t the only ones caught in the wave
of paranoia; businesses are cashing in on the
Mayan’s doomsday prediction. Hotels are preparing
themselves for the end of the world with sales and discounts on services, allowing people to go out with a bang.
The Curtis Denver Hotel offers an opportunity
for people to “Party Like There’s No To-Maya,” renting their entire 15th floor on December 21. Also,
for $666, you can join the Keating Hotel in San
Diego’s “End of the World” program where they
teach you how to outrun zombies and other survival skills. As the Keating Hotel puts it, “what better excuse for a vacation than a pending apocalypse?”
Controversy stirs as hotels make money off of people’s fear. “Shame on them,” Bullock said while Kpenosen disagreed, saying, “That’s just good business.”
Others will take advantage of the sales. “Imma hit up
that Great Wolf Lodge,” sophomore Blake Dunkak said.
What will the hotels do if the world really
does
end?
“They’d
better
have
accommodations
for
zombies,”
Beyer
said.
Hypothetically speaking, if students could be
doing anything, knowing that the world would end
in less than a month, they’d be anywhere but school.
“We’d go to space and survive the end of the world,”
sophomores Jonathan White and Sean Vanacker said.
Those who would not be traveling the universe would
be “Eating. There would be no repercussions of getting fat because I’d die anyways.
I’d also like to go to
Wet
and
Wild
and go on all the rides I’d
never been on,” Young said.
While
some
are
spending
their
days
preparing for December 21,
there are others waiting for
signs
that
the
world
will
end.
In the past, dead black birds,
earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions have symbolized the coming of doomsday, but Kpenosen
believes, “It won’t end until I
accomplish my goal of becoming
dictator
of
the
world.”
Other
students
already
have their signs that the
world is coming to an end
“because Twinkies have gone out
of business,” McClernon laughed.
Whether you’ll “party like
there’s
no To-Maya” or simply
PHOTO BY KAILEY MORGAN
laugh
at
the believers, on DecemOn Decemeber 21, will the world ever be the same? Some people believe the Mayan
ber
21,
the
debate will be over.
calendar prediction of the end of the world, while some people believe the world will
keep turning.

What do you believe? Tell us on Facebook at DSA Gallery!

The Gallery

New Year’s
Resolutions

COMPILED BY JUSTIN CHING

What
is
your
Resolution?

New

Year’s

To learn how to Twerk.
-Sophmore Hannah Rogers
To go skydiving for my 17th birthday.
-Junior John Bradford
To watch every season of Modern Family
in a week.
-Freshman Pablo Finnamore
To look at the bright side more often.
-Junior Aaron Jackson

What is the New Year’s Resolution
you never keep?
No matter how I try, I can’t pass up a piece
of cheesecake.
-Senior Billie McDowell
To be #SwaggedOut everyday.
-Sophmore Mason Ward
Becoming a princess.

-Freshman Pablo Finnamore
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